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Workshop Program
The program included a five-day ISASI Reachout Workshop consisting of accident investigation
and prevention, and safety management topics. Instructors came from the United States and
Canada. The Deputy Regional Director of ICAO (Mexico City) made opening and welcoming
remarks. Ron Schleede, ISASI Vice President welcomed the participants on behalf of the
President, ISASI and introduced the Reachout workshop and instructors. Instructors were Caj
Frostell and Ron Schleede for the two and a half day accident investigation session and Jim
Stewart and Dick Stone for the two and a half day Safety Management System session.
Participants
One hundred and thirty participants attended the workshop. The participants represented the full
spectrum of civil aviation safety, including airline pilots, pilot association officials, air traffic
controllers, airport managers, maintenance personnel, and flight attendant safety officials. The
Director of Investigations for the Mexican DGCA and an ICAO Regional Office Operations
Specialist also attended. Most of the representatives were from Mexico; however, there were
several representatives from other countries, including Argentina, Belize, Costa Rica and
Trinidad.
Delegate Materials
Instructors prepared their own training material consisting of paper handouts, CD-ROM libraries
and published manuals and booklets. ICAO provided numerous documents that were shipped
from its headquarters in Montreal. These included Spanish-language copies of the latest
accident prevention and investigation documents. Each participant received copies of documents
and CDROMs with considerable background materials for future reference.
The hosts produced delegate products, such as nametags. The workshop certificate for each
delegate was developed by ISASI Reachout and the hosts and was produced locally on high
quality manuscript paper.
ICAO
Once again, the support of ICAO was critical in establishing the credibility of the workshop. The
ICAO Regional Office had distributed the notification and registration forms for the workshop to its
mailing list in the Region.
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